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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN
REPUBLICANS

DIETRICH SEEKS

WING IT

VINDICATION
Held
Convention at Portales
March
The Testimony of
Delegates
Leopold Hahn, However, Does
to Las Vegas.
Not Sound Very Favorable.

FOR SINGLE STATEHOOD
National, Territorial and County Admin
istrations Are Strongly
Indorsed.
The Republican county convention
of Roosevelt County, was convened at
the court house at Portales on the afternoon of March 8, 1904, pursuant to
call. It was called to order by W. E.
.Lindsey, member territorial commit.

tee,.

Three precincts were represented.
The following organization was effect-

ed: W. E. Lindsey, president, C. O.
Leach, secretary.
The following were elected delegates to the territorial convention at
Las Vegas: W. E. Lindsey and C. O.
Leach.
were
The following resolutions

adopted:
Be jt resolved, By the Republicans
of Roosevelt County, in convention assembled:

First, That we claim as a matter of
right, the admission of New Mexico,
as a state of the union, with its present name and boundaries.
Second. That we heartily endorse
the principles of the Republican party
and the administration of those prin-- .
ciples, in the" conduct of national af-

fairs.

Washington, March 11 The Senatorial inquiry into the charges against
Senator Dietrich of Nebraska, began
today before a .special committee in
Senator Hoar's committee room. The
inquiry, which was instituted on the
demand of Senator Dietrich, is for the
purpose of disproving the charges on
which the Senator was indicted last
fall in Nebraska and which were dismissed on demurrer.
When the committee assembled Sen
ator Dietrich repeated his wish that
the investigation should be the fullest
possible. Leopold Hahn, postmaster
at Hastings from 1897 to 1901, was the
first witness. He was succeeded by
Fisher in office. Hahn related a conversation with Fisher , on April 23,
1901, relative to Fisher's appointment
as postmaster.
"He asked me," said
the witness, "what the office paid. I
told him $2,500. He said that was
what Dietrich wanted him to pay for
the office. Hs asked me what I paid
Thurston and I replied not one cent."
Replying to a question Hahn said
that when Senator Dietrich was elected he had given up all idea of befng
continued in office as he had it from
various sources that Senator Dietrich
"was after his scalp."
.

.

SWEPT THE

Third. That we believe the administration of Theodore Roosevelt, as
President of the United States, entitles him to a nomination and election
to succeed himself in that great office.
Fourth. That we heartily endorse A Hurricane Has Been Creating
the -- resent territorial administration
Havoc From San Diego to
for it3 wise and honorable manageand
ment of territorial public affairs,
Vancouver and British
extend to the officials of the Territory
Columbia.
our approval of their official acts.
Fifth. We extend to our present
county officials a hearty approval of
their wise conduct, in effecting the or- ALL THE WIRES DOWN
ganization of our new county, arid endorse their official acts in conducting
Nevada and Utah Are in the Grasp of a
the affairs of the county.

PACIFIC COAST

.

'

Blizzard -- San Francisco is
lated From the World.

MARK DUNN HANGED.
From Jail But Was Recaptured and Today Paid the Penalty

Escaped

of His Crime.

Iso-

Salt Lake City. Utah. March 11 A
hurricane which since Wednesday
nieht last has been ravaging the Pa
cific coast all the way from San Dierp
to British Columbia, greatly moderated this morning according to meager
reports which are gathered from the.
almost totally prostrated telegraph
svstems. San Francisco is again cut
off from telegraphic communication.
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sian shells, while two of its officers,
nander Nakayama and Lieuteant
Miura were killed by a single shell
ivhiie standing on the bridge. He

Cor.r

stat? thai
;

casualties

the Japanese

verfj, killed, two officers, three noncommissioned officers, and one man;
serir-Vtwounded, two officers, one
officer, four midshipmen, eighteen men, slightly wounded
four officers, five
men.
officers, and twenty-fiv- e
Russian Account of the Battle.
St.' Petersburg, March 11 Copies of
the Novl Era! of Port Arthur, which
have just arrived give the Russian account ofthe naval battle at Port Arthur on February 9. It says the Russian squadron was prepared to resist
the aftack when the Japanese fleet was
sighte i, with the exception of the
battle hips Retvltzan and Czarevitch,
whicii had been too badly damaged the
previous night to participate. The enemy's fire was directed chiefly against
Goldev Hill and the electric searchlight i'ittteries. The only Russian vessels' ' Mured in this engagement were
the Novik, the Askold and the Diana.
It wis learned later that six Japanese
ships were damaged and 150 men killed
or wounded. The Russian losses as
given in the paper correspond with the
official reports,
Japar-'sMajor and Five Soldiers
Captured.
St; Petersburg, March 11 A telegram from Port Arthur to St. Petersburg on February 20 said a number of
Cossacks marching from Wiju had captured a Japanese major with five soldiers and two civilians. Another dispatch from Port Arthur of the same
date said the Cossacks had captured
some Japanese on whom were found
maps and papers.
Captured Japanese Paraded Through

,!

Streets.

Tien Tsin, March 11 One officer
and four Japanese soldiers who were
recently captured near Wiju, Corea,
were paraded through the streets of
Mukden on March 8.
Russians Retreating From Yalu River.
Tien Tsin, March 11 A Chinese
refugee from Hsu Yien insists that he
has seen the Russians retreating from
the Yalu River and destroying villages
en route.
Captain Shaw Will Be Upheld.
Washington, March 11 The cabinet
today discussed the press report that
Captain Sawyer of the United States
gunboat Helena, now in mud dock at
Chwang, had protested against the
sinking by the Russians of the junks
at the entrance to the new Chwang
harbor. This government has not received official advices on the subject
but it is said that the discussion by
members of the cabinet indicate that
the attitude taken by Captain Shaw
would be sustained.

PLATINUM

IN

BROMIDE
An

ARETAXABLE

Two United States Cases Dismiss

Another Severe Bombardment Took
Place Yesterday Several Russian
Torpedo Boats That Went Out
Scouting Have Not Been Heard
From The Battleship Fuji Badly
Damaged A Torpedo Boat Battle.
New York, March 11 Following an
arrangement effected by the general
manager of the Associated Press, all
war news collected by the great European news agencies from Japanese,
Corean and Chinese territory will after
today be transmitted to London by Pacific cable and the United States. Under these new arrangements, first publication of all news will be made in the
United States.
Another Attack on Port Arthur.
St. Petersburg, March 11 2:45 p. m.
Ud to this hour no further news is
obtainable of the bombardment of Port
Arthur, which was progressing, according to the latest advices at 8 o'clock
yesterday morning. Military and na
val circles are mystified at the purpose
of the appearance of Japanese torpedo
boats during the previous night, as it
was not accompanied by a serious attempt upon the Russian ships. . The
bombardment of the fleet from a posi
tion off the Llao Tlshin promontory,
which is five or six miles from Golden
Hill at the entrance of the harbor is
believed to indicate that the Japanese
are afraid to risk a frontal attack under the guns of the land batteries. It
is considered doubtful If any guns or
the land batteries command the loca
tion from which the Japanese were
firing. Some experts here declare their
belief that the only object of the Japanese- was to keep the garrison and
fleet worried.
Russian Torpedo Boats Attack Japanese Fleet.
St. Petersburg, March 117:10 p.
boat flotilla
m. A Russian torpedo
left Port Arthur at broad daylight this
morning and attacked the Japanese
fleet. One Japanese torpedo boat was
sunk and one Russian torpedo boat destroyer Bezposhtchodni was sunk. The
fate of the latter's crew is unknown.
Two Torpedo Boats Missing.
Che Foo. March 11 Two torpedo
boats sent out as scouts from Port
Arthur on March 1, have not been
heard from. It is feared that tney
fell Into the hands of the Japanese.
.
Ships Being Repaired.
Vladivstock. March 11 Foreign res
idents of Nagasaki who have arrived
her renort that all the Japanese
docks are engaged in making repairs
to the ships damaged in the engagement at Pbrt Arthur.
Detailed Account of Port Arthur Fight.
Chicago. March 11 Captain ftiaion
ofllcer
as
acted
signal
sumura, who
the Mikasa during the attack on Port
Arthur, February 9, gives an account
of the fight in the Jigi Shimpo, Ja
pan's most widely circulated newspa
per, of the date of February 15, copies
of which paper have Just been received
here. His story reveals ine iaci
tho .Tnnanese battleship Fuji was badly
damaged but not disabled by the Rus

PUEBLO LANDS

CONTINUED
edThe Petit

F0H PDkT ARTHUR

St. Joseph, Mo., March 11 Mark
Dunn was hanged here at 10:40 today.
He murdered Alfred Fenton a wealthy
farmer at Rushville'on July, 1902t
Dunn made a sensational escape from
the jail last Monday. After living two
now sweeping over Nedays and nights in the woods he went the storm, is
in a mixture of snow
and
Anbrother-in-lavada
in
Utah,
a
of
to the home
like
drew County where he was captured. and rain, and a wind of blizzard
violence.
Dunn was 28 years of age and
Rivers Overflow Lowlands.
Portland. Oregon. March 11 Unus
conditions have prevailed
E. B CRITCHLOW TESTIFIES ual weather the states of Washington,
throughout
Oregon and Idaho for the past 24
to
in'
Resumed
hours. A windstorm of hurricane veStatements
Regard
Conditions in Utah in Connection
locity accompanied by unusual cold
t
With Polygamy,
commenced, yesterday morning along
Washington, March 11 E. B. Critch-lo- th coast and as the day progressed
ot Salt Lake City, formerly assist- found its way inland, blowing down
ant U. S. attorney In Utah, was the fences and uprooting trees In many
first witness in the Smoot case today. actions. Rivers in some places ov
He resumed his statement in regard erflowed the lowlands. The only ser
to" conditions in Utah and the prosecuious results reported come from Rose-burtions of the polygamists.
Oregon, where Dan Cox a miner
who was camDing in the mountains
was
Battleship Kentucky to Be Docked at near Riddle with two companions
killed by a tree which fell across his
Hong Kong.
March 11 The battleship tent. Others escaped uninjured.
Manila,
Kentucky of the United States Asiatic
Eighty Miles an Hour.
fleet, with Admiral Evans on board,
Taonma. Washington. March 11 A
will sail for Hong Kong on Sunday. heavv eale ore vailed last night. Many THE PLATTE IS
After being docked at that port he will trees were blown down and electric
RUNNING DRY
return here.' '
railway lines blockaded. A report
Columbia
on
the
from North Head,
CABLE SHIP ASHORE NEAR
River, says that the gale reached 80
ISLAND OF GUAM. miles' per hour there.
Western Farmers Are Urged to Irri- 11
The
of
m nv
March
Island
Guam,
gate now as mere
Water Later in Season.
cable ship Scotia is ashore on the
Spanish rocks. The water Is nearly A TRIPLE TRAGEDY
Lincoln. March 11 The govern
up to the decks and it will probably
IN LUNA COUNTY ment has issued a warning to irriga
prove a total wrck.
V
tors in Nebraska and Colorado that
the Platte River is going dry owing to
SHOT THROUGH HAND AND KNEE.
travelthe iieht snows in the mountains and
His
was
Wife
Murders
who
Gomez
Ponciano GonzaUs,
Ezequiel
that water should be used now. It is
and a Man Who Went to Her Aid
ing from Zunl to Alamogordo, whiles
feared that no matter how much water
and Then Kill Himself.
near Deming had th misfortune to
Is used now, there will be suffering tor
rierht hand so that it had to
i
iotoi is the little snow in the
h amoutated. Gonziles was hunting
Th Deming Graphic brings the par
All the
rabbits with two friends. . He had set ticulars of a murder and suicide which mountains is melting too soon.
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are
in
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western
in
in
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when
rifle
inarfM
wagon
hie
occurred this week at Cambray on the condition.
A Wft.lT it was dischwred accident
Southern Pacific Railroad in Lima
ally, the ball passing th lough the knee County. Ezequiel Gomez crazed by
of Gonzales ana ma ngu nana. The jealousy and drink shot his wue, uo-in- r A SUGGESTION TO
NEW MEXICO.
latter had to be amputated.
Rndrteniez de Gomez With a shot
Colorado
Rio
&
Denver
Grande,
The
'Tuc
at
left'him
gun. The woman had
& Southern and Colorado Midland Railm
COURT IN
to
went
and
camDray
son, Arizona,
GRANT COUNTY. the company of another man. Gomez ways have signified their intention to
and handsome
District Court is in session at Silver followed her. Paz Herrera, a track- furnish many large utilized
in coverwo- scenic pictures to be
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weK.
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in
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presiding.
shot
man,
Judge Frank
at the
state
exhibit
horticultural
After
special venire had to be issued for the ritoit at a hnsnital at El Paso.
these
erand iury. Benjamin Rosenteld was shooting Herrera, Gomez killed him World's Fair. In addition to
is
views
the
horticultural
department
S.
and
of
Peace
the
Pennington
Jacoby self. Justice
appointed "nterpreter
some
mounted
photopreparing
over
the
nicely
of Deming, held, an inquest
of Colorado orchards to go ith
foreman of the grand Jury. A large remains of Gomez and his wife and graphs
.
'
,
' number of civil cases was disposed ot the coroner's Jury rendered a verdict the exhibits.
murdered
either by dismissal or by being set for thai the woman haa been
Subaeribt
tha aw .Mexican
committed suicide.
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Interesting Discovery on the Tampa Mine Which Should Prove of
Great Value.

Jury Discharged

Owing to Lack of
ther Business.

The United States District Court for
the First Judicial District convened at
10 o'clock this forenoon, Judge John
court officers
R. McFie presiding,
present as on yesterday.
The case of the United States versus
Jose Tapia and Inez Rodriguez of Taos
County for violating the Edmund's
law was dismissed by the prosecution.
The case of the United States versus Juan Jose Torres from Rio Arriba
County was dismissed, Torres never
having been apprehended and the evidence being of a very doubtful nature.
There being no further business be
fore the United States petit jury it
was dismissed although the United
States grand jury is still in session.
The latter has thus far returned one
indictment.
The territorial grand jury which has
been at work during the week has returned five indictments.
Judge McFie will at 10 o'clock to
morrow morning call the criminal and
civil dockets and will set cases for
trial. Attorneys will do well to be
present at that time.
The case of the United States vs.
of Taos
M. H. Kahn,
of
for
the
missappropriation
postal funds was continued yesterday
afternoon until the next term of court
in September. Mrs. M. H. Kahn, a material witness for the defense, is ill,
and on that account Judge McFie
granted a continuance on motion of
the defense.

OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Territorial Funds Received.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
has received the following public
funds: From George W. Knaebe,
collector of
treasurer and
Santa Fe County. $305.05 taxes for
1902, and $427.35 taxes for 1903. From
Romualdo Roybal, treasurer and ex-o- f
ficio collector of Mora County, $60.08
taxes for 1902, and $95.15 taxes for
1903.
From Eugenio Romero, treasur
collector of San
er and
County $308.93 taxes for 1902,
$346.94 taxes for 1903 and $6.08 extra
collections for 1903.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Otero today appointed the
following notaries nubile: T. L. Lane
of Alamogordo, for Otero County, and
John R. Blair of Artesia for Eddy
County.
Homestead Entry.
The following homestead entry has
been made in the local United States
land office: No. 7841, March 10, Maxl- millano Rael y Sales of Cuervo, sw
SW
SE
SW
W
NW
section 7, T 10 N, R 24 E, 154
acres in Leonard Wood County.
Desert Land Entry.
The following desert land entry has
been made in the local United States
land office: No. 81, March 11, Casper
NW
Snook of Flora Vista, SW
section 22, T 30 N, R 12 W, 40 acres
in San Juan County.
Mi-tru-
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NEW SYSTEM OF IRRIGATION.
Water to

Be

Grande

Raised From
By a Series

the

Rio

of

rumps.
A new irrigation scheme is being
put Into operation near the northern
line of New Mexico. Messrs. Morten- sen and Peterson of Alamosa, Colora
do. ar nrenaring to instal a pumping
plant at a point where they claim that
by hoisting water fifteen feet out of
the Rio Grande, they can Irrigate from
five to eight sections of land in Costilla and "Taos Counties.
The water Is to be raised by means
of a wheel to be built on two boats
which will rise and fall with the wa
ter This wheel will operate a series
of pumps such as fire used for the
same purpose in India and China. If
this project proves a success many
such numns will be operated In the Rio
Grande Canon and thousands of acres
of good land will be irrigated and put
About 6,000,000
under cultivation.
times the entire
acres or twenty-fivarea under cultivation In New Mexico,
are thus Irrigated in India.

letter from Tres Piedras says that
platinum ore has been discovered on
the Tampa mine in the Bromide district. An assay made at Boulder, Colorado, shows that ore taken from the
main vein, in addition to carrying. $60
worth of copper, $8 worth of gold and
$2.75 worth of silver also assays $45
worth of platinum per ton. As the sup- DEMOCRATIC BALLOT
ply of the last named mineral is very
BOX STUFFING
limited and it is more precious than
gold, the discovery has created considerable Interest. The shaft has been
sunk 300 feet on the Tampa and drift- An Example How it is Done at Denver
Is Shown By Writing Expert
ing toward the vein is in progress.
George H. King.
The vein averages only two feet at
the 200 foot level but with depth it
Denver, Marfch 11 Judge Johnson
will undoubtedly increase in width.
today took u." the election cases and
received the report of Expert George
A MEW OPERA HOUSE
H. King, who stated that of 726 ballot
' .
FOR DEMING. counted in precinct 2, ward 4, (so- The foundation is being laid for the called Green County) in the November
Clarke Opera House at Deming. The election, 587 were written by eight
building will be of brick and stone and men. Of these 583 were Democratic
will be one of the. nicest play houses and four Republican.
Various at
in southern New Mexico. '
tempts were made to disguise the
.
handwriting.
Loose leaf ledgers at the New Mex... . JV u
ican Bladrjr,..r,
Try a New Mexican want "ad."
A

e
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An

Important Opinion by the
Territorial Supreme Court
Written by Judge Parker.

'

INTERESTING

HISTORICAL DATA
These Indians Are Citizens and Have a
Right to Alienate Their Property
Including Lands.
In the appeal from the District
Court of Bernalillo County in the case
of the Territory of New Mexico, plain
tiff and appellant, vs. the persons, real
estate, land and property described in
the delinquent tax list of the county of
Bernalillo, for the first half of the
year, A. D., 1899, case No. 892, the Su- -'
preme Court of New Mexico, last week
handed down an opinion, remanding
the case to the District Court for a
new trial, in accordance
with the
opinion, which was written by Associate Justice Frank W. Parker and
which is important not only because it
defines the status of the Pueblo Indians but is also interesting on account of Its historical data and allu
sions.
The opinion follows:
On the 4th day of June, 1900, a suit
for the collection of taxes which were
delinquent for the first half of the
year 1899 was begun under the provisions of law, and was a blanket suit
covering all cases for delinquent taxes.
Among other property on which tax
es were delinquent,
were the land
grants described in the transcript in
this cause. These grants are the
property of the Pueblo Indians. The
attorney for the defendants filed answer to the complaint for each of t!a
Indian pueblos. Plaintiff filed a general demurrer to the answer, alleging
that they did not set forth facts sufficient to constitute a defense. " The Dis
trict Court overruled the demurrer and
ordered the complaint dismissed as to
said Indian defendants.
Plaintiff appeals.
The single question
presented by
this record is as to whether the lands
of the Pueblo Indians are taxable.
It would be an inviting task to trace
the history of these people since the
advent of the Spanish conquerors; but,
as this court has, in a very interesting opinion, dealt with this subject.
we content ourselves with a reference

thereto.
U. S. vs. Lucero, 1 N. Mex., 422.
They were found a peaceful, indus
trious and civilized people, living in
towns (pueblos) and following agricultural and pastoral pursuits. In 1689,
and within a few years subsequent,
the Spanish government granted them
their lands. So long as they remained
under the Spanish rule, certain re
strlctions were placed upon the alienation of their property.
Hall's Mexican Law Sec. 160 and 161.
As late as March 13, 1811, they were,
exempted from taxation.
Hall's Mexican Law, Sec. 169.
They seem to have been considered"
by the Spanish as wards of the government and entitled to special privileges
and protection.
But a complete change took place in
the status, of these people when Mexico
threw off the Spanish yoke. Among
those engaged in that struggle for independence, this Aztec race far outnumbered the Mexicans and its success was due in a large measure to
their efforts. It was but natural and
fitting that in the formation of the new
government they should take a prominent, if not a leading, part, and that
they should be placed upon an equal
footing as to all civil and political
rights. And so we find that the revolutionary government of Mexico, Feb-

ruary

24, 1821,

a short time before the

subversion of Spanish power, adopted
what is known as "The Plan of Iguala,"
(Iguala was the place of the revolutionary army headquarters), in which
it is declared that:
'All the inhabitants of New Spain,

distinction, whether

without

Euro- -

peons, Africans or Indians, are citizens
of this monarchy, with the right to be
to
employed in any post according
their merit and virtues." and that "the
person and property of every citizen
will be respected and protected by the
government."
1 Ordenes y Decretos,
by Gal van,

page

3.

'

U. S. vs. Titchie,

17

How. (U.

524, 538.
U. S. vs. Lucero, supra.

S.)

The same principles were reaffirmed
in the treaty of Cordova, of August
24th,' 1821:
1 Ordenes y Decretos,
by Galvan,
page 6.
and in the declaration of independence
of October 6th, 1821. ' I f page 8.
The Mexican Congress thereafter
followed with at least four acts in each,
of which "The Plan- of Iguala" waa
as. a fixed
uniformally considered
.
principle of Mexican law.
U- - S. vs. Titchie, supra,
,
2 Ordenes y Decretos, pages 1 and
92,' and 3rld. page 65.
.
;' This'; latter"- act was
passed August
we;
nflriud rr.Pg4 Six. r
,

-
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BUSINESS OUTLOOK IS GOOD.
The business of the country, that is
the legitimate side of it, is progressing
at a very satisfactory rate and the
outlook for the present year is becoming better and more satisfactory right
along. Exports are steadily on the increase; this is one of the best 'signs
that business conditions will be very
favorable during the remainder of the
year. The Denver Republican views
the situation correctly and properly
when it says that the statistics of exports of merchandise during the seven
months ending with January 31 this
vear shows that the value of these ex
ports exceeded that of any like period
1 he in
in the history ot the country.
crease was seen in several different
commodities of extensive use, notable
among them being iron and steel.
What should especially be consider
ed in connection with this large vol
ume of business is the fact that it was
in a great measure due to the sudden
increase during the last three months
or so of the period named. Had the
export business continued as it was
during the summer and early autumn
the total would not have been any
thing like so great or so encouraging.
But toward the close of the year there
was a remarkable recovery, which
seems to have been continued through
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This renewal of activity in the ex
port trade gives promise of a period of
business prosperity all over tne lanu,
more especially since the improvement
during the time named was not to any
notable degree, if at all, due to the
outbreak of hostilities in the Orient.
On the contrary, the war in the East
may be considered a new factor, which
will still further stimulate exports not
oaly of merchandise, but also of breadstuffs.
business
tone of
The general
to be
seems
the
country
throughout
investments
may
in
and
activity
good,
be looked for as a feature of the
spring business now opening. When
our exports are large, business at
home has a tendency to be active, and
there is hardly a doubt that this view
will be justified by the development
of events during the remainder of the
year. Thus far, at least, the fact that
it is a presidential year seems to have
had no injurious effect.

THE PROPERTY OF THE PUEBLO
INDIANS IN NEW MEXICO IS
. TAXABLE.
A tery interesting and logical
ion handed down at the recent term
of the Territorial Supreme Court and
written by Associate Justice Frank W.
:Parker, entitled the Territory of New
"Mexico versus the nersons,
real es
tate. lands and property described iu
the delinquent tax lists of the county
of Bernalillo for the first half of the
tax vear 1899. is published in today
issue of the New Mexican in another
column. It is of great moment to the
the
neonle as under its provisions
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico are de
clared to be citizens of the Territory
in every respect, with all the rights
privileges and powers of such citizen
ship and their property, real and per
sonal of all descriptions, is held sub
ject to taxation by the Territory and
the counties wherein such property
and such Indians are situate. Justice
Parker traces the history of the Pueblo
Indians in New Mexico briefly but succinctly and his reasonings as well as
his interpretations of the Spanish and
Mexican laws and of those of this
country in connection with them are
so clear and forcible that they will ap
peal to every reader as correct, cogent
and right. The Pueblo Indians have
the right of alienation of the property
which they hold whether real or personal, have the right to vote, to sit on
juries and in all respects to do and act
as other legal citizens of the Territory.
The claim that they have not voted for
50 years at territorial or county elections and that therefore they are ex- "fenipt from taxation, is swept away by
Judge Parker's opinion like a cob-weand is shown to be of the flimsiest na- re. Under this decision whjch, was
unanimous and concurred in by
justice of the court, the Indians
are full fledged citizens and have Ihe
right to vote whether they care to or

not.
It is of course admitted by all acquainted with the situation that they
are not up to the standard of citizenship; the law, however, does not look
upon this phase of the question and
the decision is certainly good law.
Whether the Territory and the counties will commence to tax the property
of the Pueblo Indians from now on and
whether it will be good public policy
to do so, that is another question. The
decision is sound and if appealed from
to the Supreme Court of the United
States, will certainly be affirmed by
that tribunal.

"In the improbable event that New
Mexico should cast a larger majority
of votes in favor of joint statehood
than Arizona should cast against it,
what then? Is our neighbor to be
forced into the marriage relation
against her expressed will? Doubtless
Ohio could be united with Indiana in
the same way, though the thought of
Beveridge might nauseate the average
Buckeye for a time. However, it is
very improbable that a majority of the
people of these territories will favor
joint statehood in any event." Socorro Chieftain.
Yes, it is improbable, judging from
circumstances and conditions as they
exist at present that the majority of
the people of New Mexico and Arizona
will favor joint statehood, and what is
more, this improbability is growing
right along.
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hood bill in Congress

the constitution for the joint siate oi
Arieona conies before them, neuner
Governor Otero nor
ecr?iry
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stomach and other organs of digestion and
nutrition.
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CRUSHES OUT

DISTURBANCES

Italian Miner Accosted By Strikers
A Fight Ensues in Which Pistols
Are Fired.

THE LIFE

The most loathsome and repulsive of all
i.
i:..:
i-

il.

il.

j

.

most degrading of all human diseases is Contagious Blood Poison. The
serpent sinks its fangs into the flesh and almost instantly the poison passes
through the entire body. Contagious Blood Poison, beginning with a little
ulcer, soon contaminates every drop of blood and spreads throughout the
whole system. Painful swellings appear in the groins, a red rash and
opper colored splotches break out on the bodj', the mouth and throat
Jiecorne ulcerated, and the hair and eye brows fall out ; but these symptoms
are mild compared to the wretchedness and suffering that come in the latter
stages of the disease when it attacks the bones and more vital parts of the
body. It is then that Contagious Blood Poison is seen in all its hideous-nesThe deep eating abscesses and sickening ulcers and tumors show
the whole system is corrupted and poisoned, and unless relief comes soon
this serpent disease tightens its coils and crushes out the life. The only
antidote for the awful virus is S. S. S. It is nature's romady, com
c. b. t.
posed entirely of vegetable ingredients.
destroys every vestige of the poison, purifies the
blood and removes all danger of transmitting the
awful taint to others. Nothing else will do this.
tniMoral TtmtAee lilf YMAffMinT flflfl Tinf ell
in
the disease, but do not cure permanently.
drive
and
sores
dry up the
Send for our home treatment book and write us if in need of medical
advice or special information. This will cost you nothing.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA
s.
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Gent's Furnishing Goods
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New Goods Arriving Daily.
Prices, to suit your pocket books.

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

'

LUMBER - SASH

DOORS

All Kinds of Building Material.

We Haul Everything that Is Movable.

Branch Office and Yards, Cerrillos, N.

Phone 35, Santa Fe.

M

J. B. VAUGHN, Cashier.

K.J. PALEN,

HENRY lm WALDO, Vtoe President

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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KEMCO
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Service Unexcelled
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The Palace Hotel
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A cigar that is always the same
in quality and price, 5 cents.

A smoke for particular smokers.

Y

New Mexico

REPORT OF COMMISSION.

The commission appointed by the
President on October 22, 1903, consist
ine of W. A. Richards, commissioner
of the eeneral land office; Gifford Pin
chot. chief forester of the department
nf sericulture, and F. H. Newell, chief
engineer of the reclamation service, to
make suggestions regarding revisions
nf the laws relating to public lands,
has sent to the President a partial re
port which is now before congress, u
recommends the repeal of the timber
and stone act and the substitution of
(suitable nrovisions for selling after ap
praisal, the timber on public lands that
is needed in large or small quantities
tnr Industrial nurDOSes.
The committee also recommends tne
repeal of the law permitting assignment of entries under the desert land
law, and urges the importance of a
more careful administration of law.
especially to those provisions relating
o obtaining an adequate permanent
water snnnlv. It advocates the re
stricting of the commutation clause enof
th hnmestead entry, where sucn
tries are located within forest reserves
or where the land is chiefly valuable
fnr timber.
It suggests the outlines for a law
normittine homestead entries upon
agricultural land within the forest re
serves and the survey and description
of such agricultural lands by metes ann
hnnnds rather than by tne regular sys
tem, thus permitting the agriculture
lands to be selected along the vaueys
.nH tn embrace the sood tillable lana
alHnr In pvtpnstve tracts Of
.it,nt Lum.io
miuuuk

after temporary segregation ample
time should Jpe allowed homesteaaers
to exercise, their rights giving them
they
preference over persons whom
wish to select the lana Dy me use
scrip or other form of entry.
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Settle in San Juan County
Near the New Irrigation
Ditch.

Will

VV. A. Schay of Fairmount, Indiana,
is looking over San Juan County in the
Interest nf a colony of Indiana farm
ers whoTntend locating under the new
!
ditch that is to be taken out of the
miles
San Juan River, one and one-hal- f
below the mouth of the Pine River,
and in which J. Turley and L. Bradford Prince of Santa Fe are interested.
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or receiver at Santa Fe. New Mexico,
register
on April IS. 1904. viz: Enriqun Ortiz for the
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INDIANA FARMERS
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at

Notice for Publication.
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TRAGEDY AVERTED.
In the nick of time our little
boy was saved," writes Mrs. W. Wat- "Pneu
Kins of P easant City. Ohio.
monia had played sad havoc with him
and a terrible cough set in besides. Doctors treated him, but he grew worse
every day. At length we tried Dr.
KinVs New Discovery for Consump
tion, and our darling was saved. He's
now sound and well." Everybody ought
know, it s the only sure cure ror
Coughs, Colds and all Lung disease.
Guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co. Price
50c and. $1.00. Sample bottles free.

"Just

t

What Do the Wild Waves Say ?
COME TO

Insure Your Property In

Cal&ffoff

LONDON & LANCASHIRE FIRE INS. CO.
I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.

Catron Block.

Room 15,

IT SAVED HIS LEG.
P. A. Danforth of LaGrange, Ga., suf
fered for six months with a frightful
running sore on his leg; but writes
that Bucklin's Arnica Salve wholly
cured It in flise days. For Ulcers,
Wounds. Piles, it's the best salve in
the world. Cure guaranteed. Only 25c
Sold by Fischer Drug Co.

S2&00 SS38.45
March t to April 30.

In
AMERICAN CENTRAL INS. CO. ST. I OIIS.
I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.

Room

WORKING OVERTIME.

Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton.

.

in

the

METROPOLITAN INS. CO., NEW YORK.

I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
15,

Catron Block.

CURED CONSUMPTION.
Mrs; B. W. Evans, Charwater, Kas.,
writes: "My husband lay sick for
three months. The doctors said he
had quick consumption. We procured
a bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup,
and it cured him. That was six years
ago and since then we have always
kept a bottle In the house. We cannot
do without it. For coughs and colds
it has no equal." 25c, 50c and $1.
Fischer Drug Company.
i

Nothing has ever equalled
Nothing can ever surpass

it
it

Br. King's
Discovory

'"CI
A Perfect
i Cure t

Hi

'

as, a si at

'

For AH Throsi and
Lnne Trouble

MwMybacklf itfttta. Trial BotUea" lira

24 to May 2.

Tor particulars call on or address any agent of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
W. T. BLACK. G. P. A.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Topeka, Kas.

Eieht hour laws are ignored by
thosA
little workers Dr
tireless
King's New Life Pills. Millions are
always at work, night and day curing

Insure Your Plate Glass

April

J

"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"

Catron Biock.

15,

ROUND TRIP

ONE WAY

Insure Your Property

Room

or. louis

Largest Seller in the World.

Indigestion, Billiousness, Constipation,
Sick Headache and all Stomach, Liver
eirlA hill
and Bowel troubles.
Easy, pleasant,
Tho recommendation also is made safe, sure. Only 25c at Fischer Drug
that when lands are restored to entry Co.

BmscU Deoees ler Commerclel Am.

.

(IIIDCoA

residence upon and cultivation of said land,
Viz: nnario i,uoero, J eoaoro aueyia. mariu
Vifil, Jfucarnaclon Urtlz an ol aanta re,
N. M. .
'
.
I
lUNUBLK. UIIBO. KegiBter.

Revision of Public Land Laws.

TRANSFER AND STORAGE
?

While the coal miners' strike in Col
nraiin sppms to be nractically over
there may be serious trouble yet, an'l
if the events of this week are an indication of what is to follow Governor
Peabody of Colorado, may be called up
on for troops. Ttie scene or me i.u-edisturbance is Hastings, principal
camp of the Victor Fuel Company,
where the situation has been more or
less unsettled since the strike was
Near Tobasco, a Colorado
called.
Fuel and Iron Company camp, a short
distance from fastings, there is a set
tlement of striKers supported oy ine
union. On Sunday an Italian who had
gone to work was passing the camp on
horse back when he was accosted by
some of the strikers, who asked him
where hf was eoing. He informed
them that Berwind was his destination.
When asked, if he was going to continue to "scab" he replied that it was
none of their business. A stone was
thrown at him which struck his horne.
The animal became excited and started to run. The rider drew a revolver
and fired at the crowd, then started to
ride away. At least 25 shots were fired
after him by the strikers, but none of
them took effect. On Sunday night
two negroes carrying valises were
passing the strikers' camp near Lud
low, going to Hastings. They were assaulted and four of the strikers were
arrested and placed in the jail at Has
tings charged with assault. A meeting of the strikers was held on the di
vide between Tobasco and Hastings
and it was reported that a mob had
formed to march on that camp and res
cue the prisoners, but the plan was
abandoned.
While everything was quiet several
who came in from the scene of the
trouble say the situation Is critical and
that there is likely to be an outbreak
at any time. Sheriff Clark stated that
he considered the situation at Hastings
and vicinity critical and that if an
niithronlf should occur the fOfCe of
euards on duty would be unable to nan
die it. That there will be a decided
ehanee in the strike situation in the
very near future is the opinion or
manv Either the foreign element
win return to work, or will cause ser
ious trouble, as it is becoming uneasy
and dissatisfied.

Roosevelt to
Annnintud Bv
4 President
,.rrw...
Make Suggestions Relating to

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

'

AT HASTINGS

I

Santa Fe
Central
Railway

EL PASO
CHICAGO,

'

DENVER,

SALT LAKE CITY.

Vi

THE SHORT LINE OF NEW MEXICO
new Equipment

prompt service

CONNECTING AT SANTA FE, N. M , with the Denver
Rio Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad

and ail points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana and the Great
Northweat.
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. M., with the El
System for EI Paso, Texas, and all points in Southern
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of Mexico. Also tor
Kansas City, St. Louia, Chicago and all pointa eaat via the Rock
Island system.
THE SANTA FE CENTRAL is the Short Line between Santa
Fe and Kl Paso, Texts, Alamogordo, Csrrixoxo, Santa Rosa. Tucum-car- i,
N M., Dalhart, Texas, and all other pointa on the El Paso
Northeastern System.
Vox freight and passenger rates, and other information regarding
the Santa Fe Central Railway and the country through which it operates, call on or address
Paao-NorUeast-

931 B.'W.

RQBBINS,

6. F. & P.

A., SANTA FE, II. LI.

fi,

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, March

4

1

904.

there is no appreciable difference between the two points. Santa Fe did
not have a single cloudy day while RaWE ton had thirteen cloudy days, Golden
FIRST SHOWING OF THE SPRING AND SUMMER WOOLENS.
ARE SATISFIED THAT IT IS A GOOD LINE, BUT YOUR OPINION IS and Fruitland five, Cloudcroft .four,
Fort Stanton and Dorsey three, DealMORE VALUABLE TO US AND WE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE IT. '

Spring and Summe Tailoring

HOWEVER, TAILORING DOESN'T AMOUNT TO MUCH WE MEAN
UNLESS YOU GET GOOD CUTTING, GOOD
THE NAME TAILORING
WORKMANSHIP, AND THE RIGHT STYLE. GOOD READY MADE IS A
LOT BETTER THAN POOR TAILORING.
PURPOSE
OF
WE MAKE OUR CLOTHES WITH THE DETERMINED
GETTING THE SAME MAN BACK AGAIN FOR HIS NEXT SUIT.
LOT OF FABRICS THAN WE
WE HAVE NEVER HAD A BETTE
ARE THE BEST IMPORTED GOODS;
HAVE NOW THREE-FOURTHTHE REST, THE BEST DOMESTICS. WE HAVE EVERYTHING THAT
IS NEW AND GOOD, FOR ALL SORTS OF TASTES.
TO ADVERTISE THE PRICE OF CUSTOM CLOTHING MEANS NOTHING. WHAT THE TAILOR GIVES YOU FOR YOUR M NEY MEANS EVERYTHING.
WE WOULD LIKE TO BE YOUR TAILORS. GIVE US A TRIAL.
S

249-251-25-

SALWON & ABOUSLEMN
--

ffiTliolesale axid. detail-

3

SAN FRANCISCO

ST.

Phone. 108.

-

PERSONAL MENTION

JEWELRY

DIAMONDS JJ
A

FEIX LINE

OF-

-

Manufacturer of

ma FWEJEWELN

WATCHES, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.

r

A IX KINDS OF DESIGNS IN

Filigree Fob Chains,
Filigree Neck Chains,
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.

t5

Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Cases,

South Side Plaza - Santa Fe
Fresh Fruits in Season!

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

I

The Clarendon Garden
Sari Miguel Street,

Near the

Old Church,

i. r.ilT FLOWERS

A

Santa Fe, N.

SPECIALTY
DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS
"

Telephone No ia
.

M.

FLORAL DESIGNS
i

'":.'

,

p- -

-

-

Bo 457

Jttst Think

Of the bargains now offered at

JOHN KQURVS HEW CASH STORE
Ladies and Gentlemen !
Fine woolen underwear at cost. Now is the time
to lay in a supply for the next winter season.
SURPRISING, the price asked for the fine line of
men's and boy's caps in all sizes.
'
STILL ON HAND, a few odd pairs of fine shoes,
men's, women's and children's, below cost.

ATTENTION:

pay you to take advantage of the exceptional bargains.
WATCH THE WINDOWS for display of beautiful new
Spring creations In Millinery for the ladles.

It will

-

-

In the Catron Block

-

2
g

rUJE5TIC
MFG.

CO.

II ST.UUI1.

A
)

KMCSTIC
WB.CB.
5TADUI5.

1

Remnant
Sale of
Ej

.

1

.

S

Jj

WALL PAPER!
(

AT

Fort Wingate

229.

It

The precipitation

was 5.83 inches at Albuquerque; Carls
bad 8.05 inches, Deming 9.09 inches,
Fort Bayard 12.33 inches, Fort Stan'
ton 9.52 inches, Fort Union 14.82 inch
Alexander es, Fort Wingate 10.34, Las Vegas 14.81
County Commissioner
Gusdorf of Taos County, who also inches, Lordsburg 4.04 inches, Mesilla
conducts an extensive mercantile, es- Park 10.29 inches, Santa Fe 9.79 inchtablishment in Taos, after attending es, Taos 11.75 inches.
the U. S. District Court here, went
home this morning, having been discharged from attendance.
Millions of dollars a year are
W. J. Lightfoot, examiner of U. S.
surveys, left this morning for Ribera, lost by not using Schilling's
a station of the Santa Fe Railway be- Best
tween Las Vegas and Glorieta to exr
tea
pica
amine the surveys recently made of
toda
coffee
flavoring extracts
the San Miguel del - Bado Grant by
United States Deputy Surveyor W. V. and. nobody gains by using
Hall. From there Mr. Lightfoot will
return to his home at Cripple Creek, anything else instead.
Colorado.
Your grocer' I , moncyback.

x

Seiiqman Bros. Co.
Are Exhibiting high class novelties in all kinds of

White Goods
For shirt waists and shirt waist suits

We extend to all a cordial invitation to

Paris has again decreed that white shall be the
fashion and designs and weaves are more beautiful than ever !
j0

PRICES TO SUIT ALL.

10c, 15c, & 20c.
DOUBLE ROLL

Vi

m

Must be sold to
make room for
THE GREAT MAJESTIC

0

our Spring car

M3DE

GLILU

TOLOGICAL

DATA

Santa Fe Leads When it Comes to an
All the Year Around Climate
Meteorological

Figures.

The Weather Bureau in this city today sent out the1 report of the New
Mexico section of the climate and
crop service for the month of January.
The temperature.-tablshows, what
had already been noted in the Decem-

ber report, that the temperature at
Santa Fe does not drop much lower in
winter than at points a hundred and
two hundred miles further south and
from 3,000 to 4,000 feet lower in altitude. The minimum temperature at
Santa Fe during January, for instance,
was three degrees; at Roswell it was
also three degrees;. at Fort Stanton It
was zero; at Fort Wingate it was zero;
at Las Vegas it was five degrees below zero; at Mesilla Park,, four degrees; at Taos it was four degrees below, and at San Marcial it was five de'

Stee.
IRELAND'S

grees.
At Santa Fe the precipitation was
one-fift- h
of an inch and so it was at
Albuquerque, showing that in dryness

Prescriptions
Compounded by
nd

Accurate

Careful
Pharmacists

0

s

White Oxfords, Vestings, Piques, Etc,,
.
.
,
from 25c a yard up
P. O. BOX

PHONE NO. 36.

219.

A. F. SPIEGELBERG
226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets

and Other Gems.
roprTATTV
tTo have the best

of everything in the lin

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office,

Telephone 26.

San Francisco St.

S.KaunefeCo
Boss Patent Flour.
'

'

JUST IN.
want absolute success with all
your baking? The Finest of bread?
A NEW CAR

Do you

USE BOSS PATENT

Go to Davis
For Fine Photos.

A. C. Ireland,

FLOUR.

The very finest ever made anywhere.
Our guarantee with every sack.
We not only say that it is the best but
so does everybody that ever used it.
50 LBS. BOSS, $1.50.

'

,.'..

call and

be convinced

50 LBS. CRYSTAL,
All

the Bread that we sell

is

$1.40

made

c5wv

from BOSS PATENT FLOUR.. Try
some and see how good it is.
We have a limited supply of the finest MACKEREL that have ever
been brought to town EXCEPTING NONE a little better than
:'
the best.
ESPANOLA HONEY.
NEW YORK STATE BUCKWHEAT.
PRIMROSE and BELLE SPRINGS BUTTER.

Finished in Platinum and
Platino.

PLAZA STUDIO

Santa Fe, N. M.

THE : OLD

e

5c,

INCORPORATED 1903

ESTABLISHED I856

baking-powde-

IMPORTANT

THE GREAT MAJESTJ?

'

East Side of Plaa

E. A. Fiske has returned from a trip
on legal business to Las Vegas.
Gregorio Leyba of Las Trampas, is
in town, a member of the U. S. grand
jury. He is stopping with relatives.
J. Posner of Abiquiu, engaged in the
mercantile' business in that town was
a visitor in the Capital today on business.
Postofflce Inspector A. P. Smithers
who came down from Denver to attend court, left last evening on official
business.
P. M. Dolan of Taos, merchant who
has been in attendance as a witness
before the U. S. District Court, here,
returned to Taos this morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Olson of Madrid,
spent today in the Capital. Mr. Olsen
is the manager of the store of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company in that
town.
'
Faustin Trujillo, sheriff of Taos
in the city for
has
been
who
County,
several days as a witness at the U. S.
District Court, now in session, left this
morning for his home.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Davis
children expect to leave Santa Fe
about the first of April for El Paso
which they will make their permanent
home.
Dr. T, P. Martin of Taos, who has
been in the city for several days as a
witness before the U. S. District Court,
having been discharged from attend
ance, left this morning for home.
A. R. Manby of Taos, receiver of
the business of the Taos County Bank
and of Juan Santistevan, arrived from
the north yesterday. He is here bn
business connected with his duties as
receiver.
Mr. and Mrs, James Ham of Brook
lyn, New York, Mr. and Mrs. P. Way-lan- d
and Albert Edenlof of Duluth,
Minnesota, were among the tourist visitors in the city yesterday, having
stopped over on their way to

two and many
is a pity that
comparative wind velocities are not
given in the reports for those puld
show that Santa Fe has far less wind
than most other observation points in
the Territory.
The bureau at this time has issued
its annual summary for the year 1903.
The following figures for Santa Fe
will be of value for reference and also
The percentage
of interest generally.
of sunshine for each month was as
follows: January; 82, February 67,
March 76, April 74, May 81, June 64,
July 84, August 74, September 73, October 96, .November 96, December 98,
the average for the year being 80, an
average exceeded only by the weather
bureau stations at San Diego, California, and Phoenix, Arizona. The average velocity of the wind for each
month was as follows:
January 7.3
miles per hour, February 8 miles,
March 8.1 miles, June 5.9 miles, July
7.1 miles, August 6.3 miles September
5.8 miles, October 5.9 miles, November
5.7 miles, December 6.2 miles, average
for the year 6.8 miles, which is lower
than for most weather bureau stations. The maximum velocity was 46
miles per hour and for each month as
follows: January 28 miles, February
46 miles, March 36 miles,
April 39
miles, May 39 miles, June 27 miles,
July 31 miles, August 34 miles, Sep
tember 28 miles, October 34 miles, November 26 miles, December 25 miles.
The last killing frost occurred at
Santa Fe on- April 30, at Las Vegas
May 1, at Raton May 7, at Albuquerque
April 13, at Carlsbad March 30, at
Fort Bayard April 28, at Fort Stanton. May 27, at Fort Wingate May 27,
at Los Lunas April 13, at Mesilla
Park March 24, at Roswell April 30, at
San Marcial March 24, at Taos May 24.
The first killing frost of autumn occurred at Albuquerque on September
17, at Santa Fe on October 31, at Alamogordo on the same date, at Las Vegas October 4, at Carlsbad October 16.
at Mesilla Park October 20, at Roswell
October 16, which seems to indicate
that winter begins much later at Santa Fe than at Albuquerque or even at
Mesjlla Park.
The following were the maximum
temperatures recorded at the various
New Mexico towns: Alamogordo 109
degrees, Albuquerque 99, Carlsbad 105,
Fort Bayard 103, Fort Stanton 93, Fort
Wingate 89, Galisteo 92, Las Vegas 96,
Los Lunas 99, Mesilla Park 103, Raton
99, Roswell 97, San Marcial 108, Santa
Fe 89, Taos 97, which is evidence that
Santa Fe is about the coolest spot in
summer, while the following minimum
temperature figures indicate that it
isn't the coldest spot in winter: Albuquerque 4 degrees above, Fort Stanton
21 below
9 below zero, Fort Union
zero, . Fort Wingate zero, Galisteo, 10
below zero, Las Vegas 16 below zero,
Raton 5 below zero, Roswell 7 below
zero, Santa Fe 4 below zero, Carlsbad
2, and Taos iO below zero.
Santa Fe had 242 clear days, Albu
querque 216, Raton 166, Las Vegas 225,
ing and Fort Bayard

other points one.

-

My Opening Line of

Spring and Summer

mUlUEllY
Now In;
0

Latest Novelties in
STRAW HATS, Etc., Etc.,
MISS MUGLER
Parlors, Southeast Corner of Plaza ft. O. BOX 340
8ANTA FE, N. M.

:

CURIO

:

STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, Prop.
301 and 303 San Francisco Street.
Whstssaie

ass

Retail Dealers Is

Mexican and Indian Curios
The best place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian and
lfeilean Pottery, Belles from the Cliff Dwellings,
Indlaa Baskets, la fact all sorts of Curios of India
Md aUaleaa asks eaa be foan4 at Onr Store S s

RAFFIA, RF,F,DS, BEADS, for Indian Basketry.
BEAUTIFUI, MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
:
:
:
:
:
SANTA FE, N. M

Full Line of
...

W ife.

Ertcfor.

The Oldest Drug HouM.jof Janta Fe, H. II.

Homeopathic
Remedies
Sample Specifics

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, Marcn

ti,

1904.

Mexican as follows, lindpr date Mnrrh
7: "Ground was broken today for the
Zuni dam at 1:30 o'clock, the
great
MINOR CITY TOPICS
first shovelful being thrown by John
POCKET BOOKS DID PURSES
Attorney at Law and
T. Gresham. Work from now on will "I med Caicareti and feel like a new man. I have
been a anfferer from dyspepsia and sour stomach
the last two years. I have been taking medirapidly and in a short time for
cine and other
Try Ben Hur High Patent flour at aprogressforce
but could find no relief
of Indians will be employ for a short time.drugs,
I will recommend Cascaretsonly
large
to
Leo Hersch.
as
frienda
my
the
only
thing for indigestion and
ed on the construction of the dam.'
.c uvmvia iu guuu Con
H. S. Clancy is seriously ill at his
AT REDUCED PRICES
dition. They are very nice to eat."
a
Mrs. J. W. Blanchard is reported to
Harry Stuckley, Msuch Chunk, Pa.
home in this city.
il? Sao Francisco Street. Santa Fe. N. W
be very low today and but slight hope
Contractor Ernest Nacke intends to is entertained for her
Best For
recovery. The
r,EAL ESTATE LOANS.
commence
work soon on the construcof
Stock
The Bowel
her
We Are Offering
is due to
that
serious
illness
report
Meney to loan upon real estate secui
tion of the tent house for A. R. Gib an
operation for cancer is erroneous
son on Sunmount.
ty on easy terms.
Inflammatory rheumatism is the cause
POCKET BOOKS AND PURSES
The train from the south was four ed dying andzqjbgkqjbgkqjbgkqjbgkq
HOMES.
A of her
Candy cathartic
to five' hours late this afternoon.
a
nice
have
Niw.
I
cottage (double) six
present
suffering.
At Greatly Reduced Prices to Make
blizzard in California and northern
ooms on one side, 4 on the other;
The New England supper given at
Arizona was the cause.
Room For New Stock. Do Not Miss
wner occupies 4 rooms and the rest'
St. John's Methodist Episcopal Church
Two or three street fracases occur- last evening was a very enjoyable af
rent for $25 a month; good neighbor.... n j r - n
Pl.an.nt P a o . a . ln,Aa,t
This Opportunity.
red last evening, but it is understood fair and was largely patronized, not Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, Me. Never hood; ample space to erect other buil-lin- gs
old In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped CCO.
that they were not of much conse- only by members of the congregation Guaranteed
to cure or your money back.
on same street;
stables and
No
one
was
hurt.
SAN
quence.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. goo Jther outbuildings; the price asked la
seriously
230
but by many outsiders. The viands
FRANCISCO ST
Letter Carrier Oscar Klein has were delicious and well served. The MMMLSALE, TEN MILLION BOXES very low.
rented a house on Cerrillos Road near committee in charge who did the serv-inCan sell at a bargain cozy homes oo
were Mrs. Dunlavy, Mrs. H. T. GibHickox Street, which he will occupy
Manhattan avenue, one a naw stone- with his family in the course of a few son, Mrs. Cooper, Mrs. Frazier, Mrs,
MEETING WELL ATTENDED house with all modern improvement';
Failer, Mrs. Sears and Miss Madole.
days.
the other an adobe-brichouse, 7
S
Letters addressed to the Denver About $25 were realized for the benerooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
Dry Goods Company, Denver, and fit of the church. The supper was giv Woman's Board of Trade and Citizens ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice- P. S. DAVIS, President
jt Jt S.Q. CARTWRIOHT, Sec'y and Treas.
Charles Ilfeld, Las Vegas, are held at en under the auspices of the Ladies'
Confer on Matter of Building
fruit trees; currant and raspberry
the
postoffice for postage. A bundle Sewing Society.
No. 250 San Francisco
Opera House and Library.
bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The stone
of papers is held for address.
The Capital City Club held a special
louse will be rented.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49. ' Miss Wrightsman, teacher of the business meeting at Adam's Hall last At a meeting in the court house last
ORCHARDS.
primary grades in the Central School, evening. The club has rented the hall evening of the citizens, called by the
is ill and confined to her home with and will in future hold its regular Woman's Board of Trade for the purI also have a fruit ranch in a highMEADOW GOLD BUTTER.
Ferndell Asparagus tips, tender, de- the measles. Miss Irene DuVal has meetings .there. Beginning April 1, pose of discussing the matter of build- tate of cultivation, in the suburbs,
the Capital City Band will also hold ing a library and opera house, Mrs. with a building site overlooking the
can 30c.
licious,
charge of her room temporarily.
are
more
now selling
We
Meadow
its meetings there on every Thursday Rivenburg presided. There was a ntire city of Santa Fe. On it there i
Three pound sacks Ferndell rice,
Attorney B. M. Read is now a grand night.
Gold Butter than at any time since we
After Lent, Miss DuVaf will good attendance and the question m artificial
J.
Mrs.
Pablo
father.
daughreservoir, the only one of '
Delgado,
hold-hesecured the sale of this famous brand. clean, large grained, 35c.
Friday night dancing school was discussed at length. The idea of ts kind in the city, 12 feet or more In
Mr.
Read
ter
birth
of
gave
yesterday
Mc-FiFerndell French Lima beans, green,
John R.
Meadow Gold butter costs us njore
purchasing from the Board of Educaat Albuquerque, to an eight pound in theDr.same hall. Judge
over 125,000 gallons of
David Knapp and Samuel C. tion the corner of Lincoln and Palace lepth, holding
than any. other brand we might buy; succulent, can 15c. and 25c.
child
and
Mother
doing
from
baby girl.
rater,
replenished,
constantly
comAvenues at present occupied by the
Cartwright were appointed hall
Ferndell tomato catsup, spicy, appe- well.
we sell it because we believe it to be
who may wish to public library met with some favor, which the whole place can be irrigated
and
those
mittee
Only one bid has been received thus rent the hall for parties will kindly the matter of cost being' the most ser- laily during the summer, and which .
worth what it costs. Those who are tizing, 15c and 30c.
for placing five additional letter call on either of the committee.
far
ould be stocked with f.sh. The land
Ferndell
wholesome
pure,
preserves,
content only with the best eat Meadow
ious objection.
Finally the following lontains
boxes. The time for receiving bids at
40c
many hundreds of young trees
65c.
and
was
delightful
committee
to
investicollected
were
taxes
The
Gold.
appointed
following
will close tomorrow evethe
the
finest
and most valuable varie- t
postoffice
BULK PICKLES AND OLIVES.
during the month of February, 1904, by gate the matter systematically and
PATENT IMPERIAL FLOUR.
ning at C o'clock.
les of apples, peaches, pears, plums
B.
A.
L.
L.
W.
treasurer
Morrison.
Colonel
Sr.,
Knaebel,
thoroughly:
George
We now have in stock a nice line
The freight business of the Santa and
For twenty years Patent Imperial of bulk
collector for Santa Fe Prince, B. M. Read, A. M. Dettlebach, ipricots, cherries and other fruits, the
pickles and olives. Sweet and Fe Railway at this point is quite sat
Taxes for the year 1898 and and I. Sparks. This committee is to ireater part of which already bear; a
County:
Flour has been used in Santa Fe, and sour cucumber
pickles; sweet mixed isfactory and larger than it was for prior $796.49; county tax for 1899, $2G; meet with a committee from the Wo young bearing vineyard, thousands of
always with the best of satisfaction. pickles; dill
pickles; queen olives, and the corresponding period for the last city tax for 1899, $12.22; county tax man's Board of Trade consisting of aushes of currants and other'sraall
We consider it the best all round famyear. This indicates that business for i900, $32.75; city tax for 1900, Mrs Spitz, Mrs. Harroun and Miss fruits; extensive
beds it asparagus.
pimiento stuffed olives.
here is not decreasing.
ily flour we have ever seen. It makes
$15.45; county tax for 1901, $48.75; Staab. A meeting is to be called in rhubarb, and other fine vegetables. ToCHINA AND GLASSWARE.
There seems to be something wrong city tax for 1901, $24.90; territorial tax the near future to hear the report of be scld on easy terms, and for much
good bread, good pie and good cake.
We are still working on what is left with the
railway mail service on the for 1902, $305.05; county tax for 1902, this joint committee and then take ess than it cost, owing to 111 health of'
Why not insist on having Imperial of our immense stock of china and
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe $410.33; city tax for 1902, $8.51; terri- further action.
he owner.
when it costs no more than other
glassware. We have sold large quan east of here. The Denver and Las torial tax for 1903, $427.25; county tax
CHURCHES.
brands. 50 lbs. $1.50.
tities, but we still have a considerable Vegas papers do not reach here on for 1903, $749.04; city tax for 1903, OPERA HOUSE RENOVATED.
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dividends, of course. The con
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WONDERFUL

ARE TAXABLE

This is the smallest and lightest weight (about
6 2 pounds) repeating gun ever manufactured,
x. m
ana opens up many new puasiuiuucs iu mc
V
sportsman. It is not a 16 barrel on a
12 action, but a new,
gun that, with modern smokeless powders, enables a shooter
to use a powerful load in a small shell and reduce, materially, the weight of shells and gun to be carried. The
small,, light gun handles fast, results in close holding and

ii,

1504.
TAILORING.

CURE

OF SORE HANDS

Muralter, the tailor, is headquarters
for fine fall and winter suits, latest
patterns, from $30 up. Also a large
line of samples of Murphy Brothers'
line, fine' business suits from $17 up,
trousers to fit from $4.50 up. Special
attention is calleu to a fins line of
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more
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THE WORLD'S FAIR.
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A St. Louis World's fair information
governed Mexico for these last twenty
of Good.
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and more years, as President of the
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Further
by
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take, hold and dispose of their proper- me
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any good, as my hands were as bad addressing W. S. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
Taconu, and Seattle. Also
ty. Their right of alienation of their
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when I got through doctoring as when general passenger agent, or
V.
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ed upon by the Supreme Court of the
dies, but none of them ever did me one agent.
United States. The court in U. S. vs. cent's worth of good. I was discourI would feel so
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
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fact,
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clear that they have such the greatest of all great skin cures. have a full Index in front and the fees
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LEADVILLE
PORTLAND
right. No limitation on the power is After doctoring for three years, and of Justices of the peace and constables 7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
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PUEBLO LANDS

EVIaiiiwell

ARE TAXABLE
Continued from Paae Six.
of the title previously held by these
people, and a disclaimer by the gov
ernment of any right of present of fu
ture interterence. except such as
would be exercised in the case of
person holding a competent and per
feet title in his individual right."
It is further urged that as these
lands have not been taxed for fifty
vears. this amounts to a practical con
struction of the want of power, under
the law, to tax. No defect of .the tax
laws is pointed out, and they are ample
to reach all property, not specially ex
empted, in the Territory. It is of no
force to areue that a taxpayer, who
bv reason of the misconceDtion of the
law by the taxine officers has escaped
taxation for a long period, shall there
by acauire immunity for all time.
It is true, no doubt, that the fact
is of uniform quality at all
that these ueonle live In communities
seasons, always pure, heavy
seDarate from the rest of the people
in consistence, of delicious
and have local self government, and
flavor and appetizing ap- thus preserve, in a large measure, the
characteristics of their ancient civilpearance.
I
ization, is the fact which appeals most
Ask for the brand with
strongly to the mind and causes it to
the H elvetia" cap label.
rebel against the conclusion reached
Dro- Made bv the- largest
seen
is
i
o
here: but when their history
I ducers of Evaporated
and understood and their legal status
Lream in the world.
examined, they are found to possess
all the qualifications and rights of cit
izenship. They are not unlike, in this
respect, the Shakers and other communistic societies in other parts of the
country.
It is a matter of history, gathered by
the writer from conversation which
earlv residents of the country, that
these people were, after the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo and down to the
organization of the Territory, and per
TIXEE
haps down to the Act of 1854, supra,
(Effective January 1, 1904.)
regarded by the people as citizens, anu
as possessed of all the rights of the
No. 720 leaves Santa Fe at 9:40 a. m.
same. They are reported to nave par- to connect with No. 2 east bound, with
ticipated in elections, and held office connection from El Paso and Southern
in Pena Blanca and other places in California, returning, arrive at Santa
the Territory. They sat as grand and Fe at 11:60 a. m.
petit jurors in this same county of
No. 722 leaves Santa Fe at 4:10 p.m.,
Bernalillo, while Judge H. S. Johnson to connect with Nc. 1, west bound, for
presided over the same at one term Southern California, returning arrive at
of court at least. It is reported that Santa Fe at 6:15 p. m.
through the efforts of one John Ward,
No. 724 leaves Santa Fe at 7:10 p. m.
an agent appointed for them, there to connect with No. 7 westbound for
was a tacit agreement reached be- El Paso, San Francisco and Northern
tween them and the people of the coun- California
points.
ties where they resided, that as long as
for No. 8 eastbound will
Passengers
from
they
voting,
they refrained
also leave on No. 724. Train makes
driftshould not be taxed. They thus
connection with No. 7 but does not
ed out of the political life of the Ter- wait for No. 8. Returning, arrive at
if
ritory. But no such agreement,
Santa Fe at 9:30 p. m.
made, was of any binding force, eithTHE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
er upon the Indians or the Territory.
Now
daily between . Chicago,
the
that
We conclude, therefore,
and San Francisco. This
Los
Angeles
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico, are train leaves Lamy, westbound, at 8:40
citizens of New Mexico and of the Uni- a. m. Eastbound at 2 : 02 a. m. No conted States, hold their lands with full nection with these trains from Santa
power of alienation, and are, as such, Fe, except that passengers arriving on
from
subject to taxation. It follows, Court
No. 3, westbound, can reach Santa Fe
the foregoing, that the District
at 11:50 a. m. on No. 2's connection.
erred in overruling the demurrer an-of All of above trains run through solid
defendants'
the plaintiff to the
from Chicago to California and carry
swers, and the judgment of the District through Pullman and tourists sleepers
Court will be overruled and the cause except California Limited, which car
remanded, with instructions to proceed ries Standard Sleepers only.
in accordance with this opinion. And
Through sleeping car reservation ar
It Is so ordered.
for on application.
ranged
FRANK W. PARKEK,
City Ticket Office:
Associate Justice.
BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA
CATRON
C.
J.,
J.
Mills,
We concur: William
H.
S. LUTZ. AGENT.
b.
John R. McFie. A. J., Benjamin
'
A.
J.
Baker,
D. & R.
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not
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the defendants in this court, did
decision.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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Cartwright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE GROCERS
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SANTA

FE,

Ham and wife,
.Tames
pfliapp- Gus
Brooklyn; R. M. Wilbur, Chicago;
Olson and wife, Madrid; W. Beach,
L F. Wolf and wife, Espanola;
City
II Cher'ms, El Paso; A. R. Manby,
Taos; P. Wayland and wife, Duluth;
Albert Edenlof, Duluth; Reg. W.
Brooks, Denver.
Claire: Charles De Land, St. Louis;
W. E. Greenler, Denver; Edwin Minor,
waIgnacio. Colorado; F. w. iioage,
J.
Santa
Fe;
G.
W.
Bansemer,
ver;
AlaPosner, Abiquiu; S. Edmiston,
"
mosa.
.
.
Bon Ton: E. Trowbridge, uenver,
R H Bowler, City; Americu
Pena Blanca; G. Rinaldi, Pena Blanca.
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Undertaker and
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For Prospective purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia
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WATER,n
Batancia has GOOD WATER, 80FT WATBRFDRE
ox WATERQ
RAEfyROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY
RU88EL SAGE'S ADVICE,

A
n.
"Young man, Buy Real estate,"
4
Will soon rank with Horace Greely's aphorism,
"YOU NO MAN GO WEST1"
"If you are going to do a good thing, do It In the best way," Is
eithe
anther maxim of which you wlU appreciate the force U yci willTOWN
BUYING
VrV
BEFORE
CLARKE
P.
communicate
with
or
call on
LOTS ELSEWHERE.
'
BE WISE.
r"V
Put your money Into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
Do like your fathers did buy good property In a live town, and
your children will rise up and call ou blessed.
It la entirely safe to presume that within a very short time the
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest and most substantial towns in this section of the southwest
THE
Be sure and write for all Information desired at once.
WILL
YOU.
LOTS
INTEREST
THESE
OF
PBICS
TERMS TO SUIT.
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Adddreet all eanuinleatioaa to
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W. P. CLARKE,
SANTA PC,
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Over a million acres of land epea for Heamestaaders in the E3TAN-- ,
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On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the goW,
mining districts of Elizabetbtown and Baldr, where Important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on nnlocated groond may be
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.

Near Baton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of the
Baton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming a
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Land 6hant Co
BATON. NEW MEXICO

QJO CALIEJJTE
These Celebrated Hot Springs are looted In the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
wellers, twenty-fiv- e
aos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Barranca Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily tine of stages run to the Springs.
Vhe temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the year
very dry and delightful
round. There is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In the world. The efficacy of

r0T

SPRINGS.

these waters has been thoroughly eet-e- d
by the miraculous cures attested t
In the following
diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the KidAlter
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, a?
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
loiging and bathing, $2.50 per day; 114
per week; $50 per month. Stage meet"
Denver trains and waits for Saata 9w
train upon request. This resort la attractive at all seasons, and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., an
reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For furth ,

particulars,, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor
N. M

Ojo Caliente. Taos County,

I understand that the Santa Fe will sell
one-wa-

colonist tickets to
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March and April at very low rates:

$25
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To Convince Our People That Money Can Be Saved By Purchasing at Our Store. We
Don't
Can Show You the Lastest and Best of Everything, at a Great Money-SavinPut Off Your Shopping, But Come Here "NOW" and Make Your Purchases
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PACKING
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FASHIONS leading brands in Water Garden
and Steam, Sheet and
and
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BARBED WIRE

NEW EFFECTS

DON'T OVERLOOK THIS

Shall Be Prepared to
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PAINTS, OILS AND
GLASS,
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LAMPS, ETC.
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the line of Guns and
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and good for two years, the applicant
must pass an examination on reading,
penmanship,"
writing orthography,
arithmetic, geography, English grammar, U. S. history, physiology and primary pedagogy.
The applicant must make an average grade of 70 per cent and not fall
below 50 per cent in any one branch.
The questions are made out by the
territorial board of education.
' To secure a first
grade certificate
sood for any county in New Mexico for
three years, in addition tohe above
branches, the applicant must pass an
" ouiny, zuuiubj, yuja
ics, civil governfnent, algebra and advanced pedagogy. The applicant must
make an average grade of 90 per cent
and must not fall below 70 per cent in
any one branch.
The superintendent and all the
teachers in the city of Santa Fe are
required to be holders of first grade
certificates.

PUBLIC SCHOOL NOTES.

Call

at

Teachers Met This Afternoon to
pare Exhibits for St Lou is

KAADT S CURIO STORE

Pre--

.'

World's Fair.

JACOB WELTJTVEEK,
B00ft;s, STATIOJiEHY,

AGAZIiES,

PERIODICALS.

for

Headquarters
The attendance in the public schools
J0 & &
has been- very good during the past
week.
For Blankets, Drawn Work, Filigree Jewelry,
Although ouite a number of children
in town have the measles there is not
Burnt Leather Goods of All Kinds . . . ,
a single case among the public school
,
o8 San Francisco St,
Santa Fe. N. M. MM
children.
w
foK
The teachers reports
last month
snowea tne least number of cases of
MANUFACTURER OP
taridness among the pupils of any
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
month in the history of the schools.
The primary room, taught by Miss
Wrightsman is now nicely located in
dr At Oar
DEALER IN
the Post Hall. This, is one of the most
and
comfortable
healthful
school
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
Undertaking Parlors
rooms in the city. All the rooms on
The Latest Scientific Metlods of Eabalalag
the Jort Marcy Reservation now occu- Repairing of fine watches and Jewelry work a specialty.
j
as school rooms, are as well
pied
Calls Answered fna the Parian Day er Night er by DOROTEO SENA, Agaa
-Eapleyed.
in
tUTWO B06S ud IIDIAI GOODS
FILIGREE it WHOLESALE ud UTAH
uguicu, ucqlcu, uuuiiui lauic, uicau auu
Oar Parlors Consist ef a Nicely sad Appropriately Pitted Up Saite at Ne. Ul
Prla Road.
Insure Your Property In
::
healthful as the most fastidious could
y
247 San Francisco
Uaceli
West SM Plan. Saata Fe, New Mexico,
Areaae.
a
desire, although some of them look
PALATINE INSURANCE CO.. Ltd. LONDON.
little dilapidated on the outside.
I. B. A R. H. HANNA, Agents.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
The teachers of all the wards met
Room 15, Catron Block.
this afternoon in the high school building for the purpose of preparing their
REDUCED RATES
educational exhibits for shipment to
the fair at St. Louis. Quite, an exten- To the Republican and Democratic
Up Stairs Over Kerr's Barber Shop.
sive exhibit of school work, has been
Conventions at Las Vegas and
prepared and mounted on large card- Silver City, N. M.
boards 22 by 28 inches preparatory
for shipment, while quite an amount
For these occasions the Santa Fe
has been prepared to be bound' into will sell tickets to Las
Vegas and Sil
'
The work runs from the ver
pamphlets.
fare. To
at one and one-fiftCity
kindergarten up through all the grades Las Vegas, dates of sale will be March
including the senior class of the high 18 and 19, good for return passage
school. ' Arrangements are being made March 21.
To Silver City. April 11 and
to have a number of pictures taken of
12, good for return April 16. Rate
the interior of the school rooms as
Santa Fe to Las Vegas and rethese will show better than the exter- from
will be J4.05; to Silver City and
turn
ior. It is designed also to hare groups
...
$17.60.
of pupils and teachers either in the return,
H, S. LUTZ, Agent,
school rooms or on the school grounds
:,. Santa Fe, N. M.
taken and mounted as a part of the
exhibit.
what clothing is to the body. It is just as important. You should
All teachers in New Mexico have to
take as much care ia selecting the paint to clothe your property, as
be examined in order to teach In the
you do in selecting the material to clothe your person. Paint preserves the building. Paint gives beauty to the building. In painting
public schools. No certificate or diIs I will sell
the labor'costs more than the paint. There- - will be a large waste u
ploma from other states is accepted in
to reti
my
Wishing
.the right paint is not used.
'
of
the
examination.
"
place
'
'
1
It is also compulsory that all teach
ers attend some county institute or fND MISCELLANEOUS ADS- - INDIAN
MEX
fETS. POTTERY
summer school for at least two weeks
Sherwin-IViluam- s
are
the
These
year.
ANY ONE desiring male help of any
usually
during
BASKETS. DR
CURIOS, ETC.
held in the month of August of each kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
'
;
Band.
year.'
Secretary Capital City
v
At
Examinations are of three grades
FOR 8ALE Fine saddle pony. Infirst, second and third. Examinations quire at Claire Hotel."
is made for painting buildings. - It is not a
paint, bnt it
;
for these certificates are held the last
is cheap because the best. It is made of the purest materials that
FOR SALE Team of horses and
wear the longest. The colors are bright and handsome.
Fridays and Saturdays of August and mountain
Do
wagon. Inquire at New
If
November. In addition to the above,
Mexican.
...
s
tertifl-catefor
third grade
examinations
O-OEB- BI
l&
are held the last Saturdays in
FOR RENT New T room cottage,
September and October. To secure a Bath, i tationary range and all the
third grade certificate, the standard modern improvements. Apply to Geo.
, .
of the Old Cart
is quite low.
end for Catalogue
E. Ellis, Claire Hotel.
i
i secure b bbuuuu graue ceruncaie
Cor. San Frtncisi
4CATRON
urro Alley
NO; 31 1. . SANTA FE, N, M. good m the county m which, issued, Subscribe for the New Mexican, i
I

-

,

Iexican Filigree Jewelry

$

I

Ijaadts
JNoWork

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

1

St

Photographic Studio.

Delivered Unless Satisfactory.

DUDHOW

I

& rmiTEtJIE

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

h

Paint
is to a
Buiding

SHOP

CLOSING
OUT

SALE!

'

The

and

Paint

low-pric- ed

-y

W- -

H.

.

' The Hardware Dealer

DLCC&

:

I

you know that
you do not visit our,

of Santa Fe if
Free Museum

Sgn

-

t

h

